WOMEN in Cell Biology
Careers at Biotech Companies
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Several books by management gurus, including
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Applying for the Right Industrial Job

Finding and Keeping a Mentor

It’s important to align your interests with the requirements of any new job. Understand the vision, mission, and product of the company and
how your own project and job would ﬁt into it.
Is there a good ﬁt between your skill sets and
those of the position that you’re applying for?

Great companies can have crummy bosses; mediocre companies can have good bosses. In this
job and your future jobs, your resumé is your
passport, so pay close attention to the “stamps”
that you collect. Your job
Your resumé is your
history will become as impassport, so pay
portant as your academclose attention to
ic credentials; and you
the “stamps” that
need to evaluate carefully
you collect. Your job
what each company, boss,
history will become
and position will add to
your future marketabilias important as your
ty. Maintain networks with
academic credentials.
people you admire and
have learned from in the
past. Interact continually
with others in your ﬁeld to learn from their career “scar tissue.”

Obtaining an Industrial Job
Hundreds of resumés cross people’s desks; it’s
important to ﬁgure out ways to make yours
stand out. Be proactive: Follow up after sending
in resumés, call back after interviews, and learn
from each interaction. If you don’t get the job,
call to understand what the successful candidate
looked like to guide your self-presentation better at your next interview. Before an interview,
learn as much as you can (website, publications)
about the company’s goals, products, and personnel. Find out all you can about the people
who will be interviewing you so you can optimize their ﬁrst impression of you. At interviews,
engage in “drill down” discussions to understand
not only what you would be doing every day but
also why the company would be spending money to have you do it.

Don’t Get Stuck
Learn leadership and management skills as you
go so that you can rise in an organization rather
than be a one man/woman show. ■
—Linda Cahill and Wendy Fantl

Organizer:

Sean Morrison, University of Michigan/
Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Meeting Objectives:
� Focus on recent advances in our understanding
of stem cell niches
� Integrate advances from multiple mammalian tissues
� Integrate advances from mammalian and
invertebrate systems
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For information,
contact:

The American Society
for Cell Biology
8120 Woodmont Avenue
Suite 750
Bethesda, MD 20814
Tel: (301) 347-9300
Fax: (301) 347-9310
www.ascb.org
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